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DESY 07-194Impliations of HERA measurements for LHC �M. DiehlDeutshes Elektronen-Synhroton DESY, 22603 Hamburg, GermanyAbstrat: I disuss the theoretial understanding of key measurements at HERA andtheir relevane for physis at LHC, fousing on reent developments for struture funtionsand for di�ration.1 IntrodutionIn this talk I disuss key measurements atHERA and their impat on physis at LHC,fousing on the topis of struture funtionsand of di�ration. Many important featuresof the �nal state suh as jets, multiple inter-ations, et. will not be overed for lak oftime. A wealth of up-to-date information anbe found in the presentations of the Workshopon HERA and the LHC [1℄.2 Struture funtionsA fundamental observable in deep inelastisattering (DIS) is the struture funtion F2of the proton. A hief disovery of HERAis its rapid rise with inreasing energy or de-reasing Bjorken-x, shown in Fig. 1. This hastriggered many theory developments, whihontinue to provide insight into the dynam-is of QCD at high energies. In addition,the wide kinemati range and high preisionof the HERA struture funtion data makesthem a key input to the determination of par-ton densities (PDFs), whih are in partiularneeded to alulate the e�etive luminositiesof olliding partons at LHC. The inreasingpreision of HERA data has been mathed bytheoretial alulations up to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in �s [3℄.�Talk presented at the XXIII International Sym-posium on Lepton and Photon Interations at HighEnergy (LP07), Daegu, Korea, 13{18 August 2007

An example of a proess where high pre-ision is needed at LHC is the produtionof a weak gauge boson, W or Z, whih hasbeen proposed as a possible luminosity mon-itor. Fig. 2 shows the orresponding rosssetions alulated with di�erent reent setsof PDFs. The error bars on the ross se-tions reet the errors provided in the PDFparameterizations. It is important to keep inmind that they quantify the errors on the datato whih the PDFs have been �tted, but notunertainties due to the hoie of parameter-ization, details of the theory desription, orthe data seletion. As is lear from the �g-ure, one an be misled when taking the errorsin a given PDF parameterization as a mea-sure for the atual unertainty on the partondensities. The same onlusion has been ob-tained in an earlier study of Higgs prodution[5℄, whih is one of the prime signal hannelsat LHC. An illustration of how muh eventhe most reent PDF extrations an di�eris given in Fig. 3, whih shows the gluon dis-tribution obtained in the studies [6℄ and [7℄,both of whih desribe DIS at NNLO. Theshape of the distribution is drastially di�er-ent in the two analyses, and below x = 10�2their respetive error bands do not overlap.2.1 Heavy avor produtionThe most important observable for determin-ing the gluon density at small x is the salingviolation in the struture funtion F2(x;Q2).Beause of ross talk between gluons and sea1
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Figure 1: HERA data for inlusive deep inelasti sattering [2℄. When negleting Z exhangeand the longitudinal struture funtion FL, the redued ross setion is �r � F2(x;Q2).2
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3 × σ(Z) Br(l+l−) Figure 2: Cross setions for Wand Z prodution with leptonideay at LHC, alulated withdi�erent sets of PDFs and theirerror estimates. The numbershave been taken from Table 1in [4℄ and orrespond to the fullrapidity range of the produedgauge boson.
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Figure 3: Gluon distributions inluding errorbands from two reent analyses [6, 7℄. The�gure is taken from [6℄.

quarks in the Q2 evolution, this leaves how-ever room for ambiguities suh as the one inFig. 3. An observable that may provide inde-pendent onstraints is the struture funtionF 2 for inlusive harm prodution. Severalshemes an be used to desribe harm pro-dution in ep or pp ollisions:� The �xed avor number sheme (FFNS)treats only the light quark avors u, d,s as partons and alulates the produ-tion of harm from the splitting g ! �at �xed order in �s. Most suitable whenthe hard sale Q2 in the proess is om-parable to m2 , this sheme turns outto work rather well in most of the rele-vant kinematis for F 2 at HERA. At veryhigh sales, it is bound to fail beause itmisses large logarithms �ns logn(Q2=m2)from higher orders.� In the zero-mass variable avor numbersheme (ZM-VFNS), harm is treated asa massless parton, so that the logarithmsjust mentioned are resummed to all or-ders by the evolution of the parton densi-ties. Suh a sheme is adequate for harmprodution at high transverse momentaat HERA, Tevatron, and espeially atLHC, where important signal hannelsontain harm in the �nal state. Neglet-ing the harm quark mass, this sheme ishowever inadequate for desribing datawith Q2 � m2 .� General-mass variable avor number3



shemes (GM-VFNS) have been devisedto interpolate smoothly between the twoextremes just desribed. Progress hasreently been made on nontrivial issuesthat arise when onsistently mathingthe desriptions with nf and nf +1 lightquark avors, see e.g. [8, 9℄.An analogous disussion holds for the pro-dution of bottom quarks. Here again, it isonly an interpolating sheme that an simul-taneously use input from the bottom stru-ture funtion F b2 at HERA and provide bquark PDFs for alulating the prodution ofbottom quarks with high transverse momen-tum at LHC. In a reent review [10℄, HERAdata for F 2 and F b2 are ompared with al-ulations using di�erent shemes. With fur-ther data from run II of HERA, experimentalerrors are expeted to derease signi�antly,and heavy avor struture funtions shouldprovide stringent tests of the theory desrip-tion and the gluon density.2.2 Reent parton density �tsThe progress in the determination of PDFsis doumented in a number of reent �ts, ofwhih I an only mention a few:� The MRST 2006 parton set [6℄ updatesprevious analyses by the MRST group.It is a global �t to data for numerousproesses, with inlusive DIS and Drell-Yan lepton pair prodution alulated atNNLO (other proesses like jet produ-tion are only available at NLO). Improve-ments in desribing the harm and bot-tom ontributions to F2 at NNLO haveled to signi�ant hanges ompared withthe MRST 2004 partons. These hangesinrease the W and Z prodution rosssetions at LHC by about 6%.� The CTEQ6.5 partons [11, 12℄ are ob-tained from a global �t to data us-ing NLO theory. Signi�ant hangesare obtained ompared with the previ-ous CTEQ6.1 set, whih used a ZM-VFNS whereas the new �t employs aGM-VFNS, whih is muh more ade-quate for desribing the heavy avor part

of the HERA struture funtions. Theinuene of these hanges on key pro-esses at LHC is learly seen in Fig. 2.� The Alekhin 06 parameterization [7℄ isobtained from only DIS and Drell-Yandata, whih allows one to use NNLOauray throughout. The heavy-avorontributions to F2 are treated at order�2s in the FFNS with nf = 3.� The analysis in [13℄ is restrited to DISdata and to non-singlet ombinations ofPDFs. This avoids unertainties on thegluon density and allows for �ts at NNLOand NNNLO auray.Apart from extrating parton densities, suhanalyses also permit an extration of thestrong oupling onstant �s, whose preisionhas beome very ompetitive with other de-terminations, see [13, 14℄. In this �eld, HERAontributes both with DIS struture funtionsin a wide range ofQ2 and with dediated anal-yses of jet prodution [15℄.2.3 High Q2For separating the densities of di�erentquarks and antiquarks, ruial informationomes from experiments other than HERA.In partiular, Drell-Yan lepton pairs and W�prodution at the Tevatron [16℄ provide ahandle for the separation of �u and �d distri-butions, whereas data from DIS experimentswith � and �� beams give the strongest on-straints on s and �s distributions [11℄. Never-theless, struture funtion data from HERAontribute to this �eld as well, in partiularin the large Q2 region, where Z or W ex-hange beomes measurable. The theoretialinterpretation of suh data is very lean, sinethere are no nulear orretions and sine in-lusive DIS an be analyzed at NNLO. Impor-tant observables are the struture funtionsfor the interferene of  and Z exhange: thelepton beam harge asymmetry gives aess toF Z3 , whih permits a lean measurement ofthe valene quark ombinations q��q, and F Z2from the lepton beam polarization asymmetryis sensitive to the avor ombination u + d.4



Figure 4: HERA results for thestruture funtion F Z3 , whihdesribes the interferene of and Z exhange [17℄. The datashown in this plot orrespondto about half of the full HERAstatistis.
Results for F Z3 are shown in Fig. 4. Chargedurrent DIS in e+p involves the ombinationsu+ and �d+�s, whereas its ounterpart in e�pinvolves �u+� and d+ s. It will be interestingto see whether a seletive measurement of thestrange quark distribution by tagging harmin the �nal state is pratially feasible. In allmeasurements just mentioned, the size of ex-perimental errors is ruial, and one will haveto wait for the analysis of the full HERA dataset to assess their impat on the preision ofPDFs for di�erent quark and antiquark a-vors. Suh detailed knowledge beomes im-portant in avor sensitive new-physis han-nels at LHC, as has been illustrated in [11℄ forthe example of harged Higgs prodution via�s+ ! H+.2.4 Small x: higher ordersIt has long been known that higher pertur-bative orders play an inreasingly importantrole as x beomes small. This is for instaneillustrated by the drasti di�erenes betweenthe gluon densities extrated from DIS dataat LO, NLO, and NNLO auray. These dif-ferenes propagate to observables, notably tothe struture funtion FL(x;Q2) for longitu-dinal photon polarization, see e.g. [18℄. Thereason for these e�ets are large logarithms�n+ms logn(1=x) in the hard-sattering oeÆ-ients and the evolution kernels for the par-ton densities. It is an ongoing program to sumthese logarithms to all orders using the BFKLformalism, see e.g. [19, 20, 21℄. Projeting out

the leading-twist part, i.e. the leading termsin 1=Q2, opens the possibility to ombine theresummed results at small x with the �xed-order ones at higher x. The state-of-the artis next-to-leading logarithmi auray, whereterms �n+ms logn(1=x) with m = 0; 1 are re-summed, and progress has reently been madeon diÆult tehnial issues suh as the treat-ment of the running oupling and the inlu-sion of quarks. A �rst appliation in a globalparton density �t has been presented in [20℄,with a very lear impat of resummation onboth the gluon density and on FL. It will beinteresting to see the further development ofthese e�orts.The longitudinal struture funtion FL is abasi observable in DIS, at par with the well-measured struture funtion F2. Starting atorder �s, it is more diretly sensitive to thegluon distribution than F2, and not surpris-ingly it turns out to disriminate strongly be-tween di�erent theoretial treatments of thegluon setor. The low- and medium-energyruns of HERA in the last months of its op-eration permit a diret measurement of FLby Rosenbluth separation. This will providedata in a region of moderate Q2 and small xwhere the studies just mention show indeedstriking di�erenes for various theory inputs.2.5 Small x: nonlinear e�etsSo far we have disussed deep inelasti sat-tering in terms of the leading-twist approxi-mation, whih is based on the limit of largeQ25



γ ∗

pFigure 5: The forward �p amplitude in theolor dipole piture. Its imaginary part givesthe total �p ross setion via the optial the-orem. The large shaded (yellow) box rep-resents the dipole sattering amplitude Nq�q ,and the lower (green) blob stands for thegluon distribution.and involves perturbatively alulable hard-sattering kernels and parton distributionsthat evolve aording to the DGLAP equa-tions. DGLAP evolution in partiular de-sribes the splitting proess g ! gg, in whihgluons lose momentum, and whih leads to arapidly growing gluon density at small x. Thetransverse \size" of a gluon as it is resolvedin a hard proess is given by the inverse 1=Qof the large momentum sale. When g(x;Q2)is so large that gluons overlap in transversespae, they will reombine into gluons withlarger momentum, so that the growth of thedensity will be slowed down and eventuallysaturate. The region in x and Q2 where suhnonlinear e�ets beome important is delin-eated by the saturation sale Q2s(x), whih isa dereasing funtion of x.There are vigorous theoretial ativitiesto desribe this nonlinear dynamis at var-ious degrees of approximation. I annot de-sribe them within the limitations of this talk,and only mention keywords like the Balitsky-Kovhegov equation, the JIMWLK equation,and pomeron loops. A reent overview andreferenes an be found in [22℄. At the phe-nomenologial level, nonlinear e�ets in alarge lass of DIS proesses an be desribedusing the olor-dipole formulation. Its basiingredient is the amplitude Nq�q for the sat-tering of a quark-antiquark dipole on a protontarget, as shown in Fig. 5. In the kinematiregion where nonlinear e�ets are unimpor-

tant, Nq�q is related to the gluon density, sothat one an make ontat with the leading-twist desription. Several studies have pro-posed phenomenologial parameterizations ofNq�q with saturation behavior due to non-linear e�ets, and �tted them to DIS datafrom HERA. This gives a good desriptionof F2 at small x, down to Q2 muh belowthe values where the leading-twist desriptionis appliable. More reently, due attentionhas also been paid to the harm ontributionF 2 , where good agreement with the data isahieved as well [23, 24, 25℄. This desriptiongains muh redibility from the fat that withthe same nonperturbative input one an de-sribe several di�rative proesses, as I willdisuss in Setion 3. The saturation meha-nism predits geometri saling, whih statesthat F2 at small x depends on x and Q2 onlyin the ombination Q2=Q2s(x). This saling isindeed seen in HERA data, and I refer to [26℄for a reent ritial disussion and referenes.Taken together, these features an be seen asstrong indiations that nonlinear e�ets are atwork in the small-x region at HERA, althoughthere is no unambiguous proof of this so far.It should also be mentioned that the treat-ment of higher perturbative orders in the the-ory of nonlinear e�ets is more diÆult andmuh less advaned than in the leading-twistapproximation.Table 1 ompares the saturation sales ob-tained in reent phenomenologial analyses.For x = 10�4, whih is a typial value forHERA, one �nds Qs slightly below 1GeV.This is at the borderline of appliability forQCD perturbation theory, whih is part ofthe diÆulty to prove or disprove the valid-Table 1: The saturation sale Qs(x) obtainedby reent analyses of HERA data in the dipoleapproah.x = 10�4 x = 10�6 Referene0:8 GeV 4:0 GeV [23℄0:8 GeV 2:0 GeV [24℄0:7 GeV 1:9 GeV [25℄6



ity of the theoretial approah in the HERAregime. The spread in Qs at x = 10�6 ishardly surprising and indiates the theoret-ial unertainties involved in suh an extra-polation. HERA measurements have drivenmany e�orts to quantify the onset of nonlineare�ets in hard sattering at high energy. Withdetetors for very forward partiles at LHC,there is the prospet of pursuing suh stud-ies in pp ollisions. It has for instane beenestimated [27℄ that one an detet Drell-Yanlepton pairs with x<� 10�6 and invariant massQ2>� 4GeV2 using the CASTOR alorimeter.Aording to Table 1, nonlinear e�ets maywell be strong in that region. The study ofsaturation e�ets at HERA has also helpedin developing a quantitative desription of theinitial state in heavy-ion ollisions, presentlyat RHIC and soon at ALICE, see e.g. [28℄.Expanding the DIS ross setion obtainedin the dipole approah in powers of 1=Q2,one an isolate the leading term, whih or-responds to what is desribed by the leading-twist approah. An early study in [29℄ foundfor the ratio of the full result and its twist-twoapproximationF full2F t=22 � 0:94 ; F fullLF t=2L � 0:66 (1)at Q2 = 5GeV2 and x = 2:5 � 10�4, whihis a typial point in HERA kinematis. Wesee that the longitudinal struture funtionis muh more a�eted than F2 by nonlineare�ets, whih highlights one more the dy-namial sensitivity of this observable. Un-fortunately, the numbers in eq. (1) are basedon a fairly old parameterization of the dipolesattering amplitude. An update of suh astudy for more reent models would be use-ful, sine a result as in eq. (1) would haveimportant onsequenes on the theoretial er-ror one should assign to extrations of PDFsusing the leading-twist approximation of F2.3 Di�rationA striking disovery of HERA is that a largefration (around 10%) of events in DIS have aleading proton or a large rapidity gap between

the proton remnant and the other hadrons inthe �nal state. The inreasing preision andkinemati overage of the data [30, 31℄ revealsin partiular two ruial features of the rosssetion for inlusive di�ration, �p! X+p.� The ratio �di�=�tot of the di�rative andthe total �p ross setions is rather atin Q2 for �xed x (exept in orners ofphase spae). This means that inlusivedi�ration is a leading-twist phenomenonin �p interations and gives a signi�-ant ontribution to the inlusive stru-ture funtion F2 at high Q2.This observation ontains an importantgeneral lesson. There is no doubt thatthe leading-twist desription of the in-lusive �p ross setion is adequate athigh Q2: it is based on fatorization the-orems in QCD and works to high pre-ision in pratie. This does howevernot imply that the same type of leading-twist desription, together with standardhadronization models as they are imple-mented in event generators, gives an ade-quate desription of the �nal state. Suha desription fails to aount for the largeobserved fration of rapidity gap events.From the theory side this not surprising:the derivation of fatorization theoremsfor inlusive observables heavily relies ontaking a sum over �nal states.� At given Q2 the ross setion ratio�di�=�tot has a very at dependene onthe ollision energy, or equivalently on x.As indiated in Fig. 6, both ross setionsan be alulated in the dipole approah.The saturation mehanism disussed inSetion 2.5 provides a natural explana-tion of this surprising result, whih anbe understood using simple analytialapproximations and is numerially seento high preision [32℄. It should be men-tioned that in a restrited kinemati re-gion, models where the dipole satter-ing amplitude does not exhibit saturationan also desribe the data [33℄. This un-dersores the importane of having pre-ise measurements in a wide kinematiregion.7
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Figure 6: Desription of the total and of the di�rative �p ross setion in the dipole approahat lowest order in �s. The shaded (yellow) boxes represent the dipole sattering amplitude.Compared with inlusive di�ration, the rosssetions for exlusive di�rative hannels suhas vetor meson prodution (�p ! V p) orvirtual Compton sattering (�p ! p) athigh Q2 grow signi�antly faster with energy.This an be understood generially in the sat-uration approah, and dipole models suh asthe one in [23℄ provide a good quantitativedesription of these hannels as well. The rel-evant graph for �p! p has the same formas in Fig. 5. In the region of large Q2, wherenonlinear e�ets are negligible, these exlu-sive proesses also admit a leading-twist de-sription, where the gluon density appearingin inlusive proesses is replaed by the gen-eralized gluon distribution, whih depends onthe di�erene of proton momenta in the initialand �nal state. Its dependene on the invari-ant momentum transfer t ontains informa-tion about the spatial distribution of gluonsin the impat parameter plane, whereas x de-termines the relevant longitudinal momentumfrations [34℄. Exlusive di�rative proessesthus open the possibility to obtain a three-dimensional piture of how gluons and seaquarks are distributed in the proton. A reentquantitative study an be found in [35℄, andthe relevane of suh information for physisat LHC has been disussed in [36℄.3.1 pp and p�p ollisionsA key for the suessful QCD desription ofdi�ration at HERA is that the presene of ahard sale suh as Q2 allows us to alulatepart of the proess in perturbation theory. Itis natural to attempt the same in di�rativeproesses at pp and p�p olliders. The CDFCollaboration has studied a number of han-nels with a leading antiproton or a large ra-

pidity gap, and with a hard sale in the �-nal state provided e.g. by jets, weak gaugebosons or heavy quarks [37℄. The fration ofrapidity gaps in suh hard proesses is foundto be at the perent level, about an order ofmagnitude smaller than the fration of rapid-ity gaps in DIS. If one assumes fatorizationand alulates e.g. di�rative jet prodution,p�p ! dijet + X + �p in terms of di�rativeparton densities extrated from HERA DISdata, one obtains a rate substantially largerthan what is measured [38℄. This indiatesthat in di�rative p�p and pp interations, fa-torization into parton densities and a partonihard-sattering subproess is strongly broken.The analysis of fatorization proofs indeedshows that interations between the spetatorpartons of both hadrons annot be negletedin suh a situation: their e�ets only anelin suÆiently inlusive observables, where norapidity gap is required [39℄. Suh intera-tions \bypass" the hard sattering and are atleast partly soft, so that one has to resort tophenomenologial models in order to desribetheir e�et. The ombination of di�rativedata from HERA and the Tevatron allows oneto test suh models.Spetator interations an also populatethe �nal state with additional partiles andthus destroy any rapidity gap, as shown inFig. 7. There is hene a link between the sup-pression of hard di�ration and the physisof multiple interations and the underlyingevent. The latter is expeted to be of greatimportane at LHC, given the huge phasespae available for produing energeti par-tiles by seondary interations in a single ppollision.8
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Figure 7: Left: Dijet prodution with a leading antiproton, p�p ! dijet +X + �p. The smallupper blob represents the usual gluon density, the small lower blob stands for the di�rativegluon density, and the large blob denotes interations between spetator partons in the protonand antiproton. Right: The same type of spetator interations an populate the �nal statewith partiles, thus destroying the rapidity gap.3.2 Exlusive di�ration at LHCA partiular type of di�rative events at LHChas reeived onsiderable attention. If bothprotons are sattered di�ratively, one anprodue new partiles like the Higgs in a verylean environment, pp ! p + H + p. Thesame holds for any other partile with a suf-�iently large oupling to two gluons. Tomeasure suh events is an experimental hal-lenge, requiring very forward detetors andhaving to overome relatively low rates andtrigger issues, and there are ongoing e�orts toahieve this goal [40, 27℄. Advantages of ex-lusive prodution are the possibility to mea-sure mass and width to an auray of a fewGeV, the determination of quantum numbers(sine CP = ++ states are strongly enhanedby the prodution mehanism), and a gener-ally very favorable signal-to-bakground ra-tio. The alulation of the ross setion isnontrivial and involves a number of ingredi-ents. Among these are in partiular the gen-eralized gluon distribution, whih an be ex-trated from exlusive di�rative hannels atHERA, radiative orretions in the form ofSudakov fators, as well as spetator intera-tions as disussed in the previous subsetion.A simpli�ed graph is shown in Fig. 8. Cor-responding theoretial alulations are in fairagreement with measurements of similar ex-lusive hannels at the Tevatron, suh as dijetor  prodution [41℄.
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pFigure 8: Shemati representation of exlu-sive Higgs prodution, pp ! p+H + p. Thesmaller (green) blobs represent the general-ized gluon distribution, and the larger (yel-low) one stands for spetator interations.Detailed experimental studies have beenperformed for the prodution of a light stan-dard model Higgs in the deay hannel H !W+W�, with one W being o�-shell formH < 2mW . For an integrated luminosityof 30 fb�1, a few signal events after triggersand uts are expeted aording to [42℄, witha very low bakground. The deay hannelH ! b�b is more diÆult experimentally, andfor a standard model Higgs it will probablyyield too few events after triggers and uts[43℄. In a number of supersymmetri senar-ios, however, the prodution rate is signi�-antly enhaned, espeially for large tan�.In suh ases, exlusive Higgs prodution inpp ! p + b�b + p may be measurable with 3�signi�ane, and in ertain senarios a 5� dis-9



overy may even be possible with suÆientrunning time [43, 44℄.4 ConlusionsHERA has pioneered the study of deep in-elasti sattering at small Bjorken-x and atlarge Q2. The kinemati overage and pre-ision of the data for the inlusive struturefuntion F2(x;Q2) provides a key input forthe preise determination of parton densities,whih is a ruial prerequisite for alulatingpreise ross setions at LHC. The ontinu-ous improvement of the data has been aom-panied by substantial progress in the under-standing of QCD dynamis at high energy,from the alulation of perturbative orre-tions and their resummation to the develop-ment of a theory for nonlinear e�ets at verysmall x.Di�ration in DIS exhibits a number of sim-ple features, and at the same time shows theintriaies of desribing �nal states in QCD,having invalidated a number of (too) naiveexpetations. Comparison of di�rative mea-surements at HERA and the Tevatron re-veals the yet higher omplexity of the �nalstate in hadron-hadron ollisions. Calula-tions based on these measurements an beused to estimate the exlusive di�rative pro-dution of the Higgs and other new partilesat LHC. While their detetion requires a sub-stantial experimental e�ort, these lean �nalstates an provide a valuable tool for pre-ise measurements in the Higgs setor, and insome senarios of physis beyond the Stan-dard Model may even beome a disoveryhannel.Important results an be expeted fromthe �nal analysis of the data of HERA run II,sine statistis and kinemati reah are stilllimiting fators in important measurements,suh as DIS at high Q2, the prodution ofheavy avors, or various di�rative hannels.The diret measurement of the longitudinalstruture funtion FL will provide a missingornerstone in the desription of inlusiveDIS and a sharp disriminator betweentheoretial approahes to QCD at small x
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